A New Confinement Device
for Tall Ductile Shear Wall Buildings
Harms U. Baumann. S.E.
A new confinement reinforcement device has been developed and installed in a 17story concrete shear wall structure in San Francisco, California. Tested initially
at the University of California, Irvine (UCI) then at the Earthquake Engineering
Research Center (EERC), Richmond, CA. It was also given a "field test" by Loma
Prieta Earthquake.
Design, testing, quality control, field construction techniques and performance
under actual earthquake conditions are discussed as well as future applications in
taller buildings.
A three year long development program has resulted in a new device which promises
to improve the ductility of tall concrete and masonry shear wall buildings.
Starting at UCI, Civil Engineering testing laboratory in 1987 a full size reinforcement boundary element specimen was subjected to repeated cycles of large tension and
compression forces developing stresses in the specimen well beyond the yield
strength of the steel.
Based on the positive results of the test at UC1 numerou.s similar specimens at
the EERC were cycled well beyond yield point to verify the improved ductility
provided by the new device.
After the review of the test results by a peer review board of consulting
structural engineers, the device was approved for installations in a l7-story
dormitory on the campus of San Francisco State University which is located near the
San Andreas Fault.
The proximity of the site to the fault required a novel design to resist the
large anticipated site specific dynamic response forces. The actual performance
during the Loma Prieta Earthquake is discussed.
Quality control during manufacturing and installation of the proprietary high
strength welded wire device is discussed, as well as shop and field assembly
techniques, related labor and material savings, and feasibility of its use in
ductile shear walls and frames in taller concrete and masonry buildings.

Fig. 1 Residence Apartment Building San Francisco State University
Baumann Resea<ch and Development Corporation, Newport Beach, California

INTRODUCTION
Over many years. the structural engineering community has been working to develop
the safer use of reinforced concrete structures in regions of high earthquake risk
throughout the world. In the forefront of these efforts has been the need to find
the right blend of steel reinforcement and concrete such that the structural
qualities of each are combined to create strong and secure walls, columns and beams,
while at the same time, allowing for a structure that is ductile enough to remain
intact under the most extreme destructive seismic forces.
Until recently almost without exception, individual re-bar hooked hoop ties and
stirrups have been used to tie the major reinforcing steel elements together to
resist the bursting forces that are caused by large seismic forces. These ties have
proven to be costly to fabricate, time consuming to install and sometimes inadequate
in fulfilling their designated purpose of assuring a more ductile response by the
structure.
Recently, a welded wire ladder device, known as Medo-Mesh? was developed and used
in place of the r-e-bar ties. Although the concept of a welded "wrap around"
confinement fabric has been used for many years, it was not until 1987 that an
engineering and research firm in Newport Beach, CA invented and developed a new
welded confinement reinforcement device to the point of actually having it tested,
fabricated, specified and used in concrete structures in seismic zones.
Under the direction of product development engineer and the inventor of MedoMesh, Harms U. Baumann. President of Baunann Research and Development Corporation,
the new Medo-Mesh product was approved and used on two projects. The first was a 17
story high rise dormitory on the campus of San Francisco State University (SFSU):
the second a 60 unit 4 story apartment complex in Long Beach, CA.
Although the two jobs were quite different in size and scope, the responses to
the use of the product were very favorable. On both jobs, Medo-Mesh was found to be
faster to install, less costly to work with, created improved ductility, and gave
reliable structures including field tested performance under the Loma Prieta
earthquake forces at the SFSU site.
Before construction commenced, with the help of many constructIon Industry firms,
the new proprietary product was tested first at the University of California, Irvine
with Professor Robin Shepherd and then at the Earthquake Engineering Research Center
of U.C. Berkeley. The research program there was conducted by Eduardo Miranda and
Christopher L. Thompson under the supervision of Professor Vitelmo V. Bertero.
It was found by the above investigators that ". . . Medo-Mesh, if properly
designed and installed, can serve to (1) provide stable post-spalling behavior in
the ranges of strain that can be induced in rectangular boundary elements of shear
walls during severe earthquakes; and (2) substantially decrease the specialized
labor requirements for fabrication of the steel reinforcing cages of members of
reinforced concrete structures".
It is interesting to note that this new device is a response to the "energ)
approach" espoused by V. V. Bertero in March of 1988 at the Tall Building and Urban
Habitat, Los Angeles, where he stated 'I. . . There cannot be improvement in
earthquake-resistant design if there is no improvement in predicting the stiffness,
strength, energy absorption and energy dissipation capacities of real buildings".

Fig. 2 Structural

System

Residence Apartment Building San Francisco State University
In the transverse direction, 7" thick load-bearing ductile shear walls at
12' 6" o. c. support 5 l/2" thick one way slabs. In the long direction are
12" thick ductile shear walls.

Fig. 3 Tunnel Form System
Tunnel Form Construction Method
The present day Tunnel Form method of construction (Fig. 3) prohibits the use of
barbell type shear walls. However its speed and economy still makes it a very
attractive way to build shear wall type structures for dormitory, hotel and
apartment buildings.
Tunnel Form manufactures are now working on form systems to construct barbell
type shear walls for taller buildings.
The problem during the design of the SFSU building was to achieve reliable
ductility in 17-story high shear walls just 7" thick.
Building greater ductility in structures is very desirable because they "attract"
less earthquake force.
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Fig. 4 Ductility
Ductility
Ductility +) is defined as the ratio of ultimate deflection to yield deflection
(h) . In reinforced concrete and masonry this toughness, or ability to absorb
ene
9 gy without brittle f?.ilure. is achieved by resisting large compression bursting
pressures after large tension forces are first imposed.
During a violent earthquake, shear walls experience many cycles of large tensile
and compression forces at their ends. To resist these large forces, boundary
elements composed of reinforcement cages are installed.
It has been shown by many investigators that ductility improves with the
improvement of the confinement of the concrete under tension and compression
stresses.
The conventional method of confining concrete is depicted in Fig. 5 using re-bax
hoops with hooked end that obstruct the passage of wet concrete and the vibrator
"stinger".

Fig. 5 Confinement Re-bar Problem
Confinement Re-bar Problems
The lack of consistent dimensions in x-bar confinement hoops (Fig.5) as well as
the costly labor to install the many individual pieces has prompted a search for a
better way to achieve reliable ductility in reinforced concrete and masonry.
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Fig. 6 Medo-Mesh

In place of hooked re-bar hoops, a new proprietary product called Medo-Mesh has
recently been introduced. For shear walls the Medo-Mesh has a ladder configuration
in strips, tees and L-plan (Fig. 6). Instead of the‘+, l/Z" dimensional to&rance of
re-bar hoops, MedoMesh is manufactured of high strength wire (72.5ksi) to+_ l/16"
dimensional accuracy.
Cages assembled with large longitudinal x-bar confined by Medo-Mesh (Fig. 8)
perform consistently well because of the uniform confinement the full height of the
boundary element. During erection the boundary cages stand very erect and do not
corkscrew, which saves very significant crane time.
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Medo-Mesh Testing Program
Fig. 7
Tests
and
Approvals
Full size specimen of shear wall boundary elements were tested in two Civil
Engineering laboratories.
A two-foot segment of a 6" thick ductile shear wall was tested first at UCI, in
1988, and at EERC, in 1989, six 5 l/2" wide by 18" long by 36" high specimen were
subjected to cyclic loading of up to 520 kips in tension and 1105 kips in compression.
A design ductility factor of p = 5 was confirmed by achieving a strain of 6% in
tension and 2% in compression with a maximum compressive stress of 11,162 psi.
Since the preliminary design used the normalp = 3, given these higher ductility
values, a 40% reduction of the design earthquake forces was permitted by the peer
review board.
The final approved design using Medo-Mesh resulted in the thinner 7" thick walls
which reduced seismic lateral forces and reduced minimum wall reinforcement further
beyond the initial 40% reduction of earthquake resistine. concrete and reinforcement
steel in the walls and mat foundation.
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Fig. tl

Final Structural Design

Final Design of 17-story~ Structure
Shown in Fig. 8 is a typical 7" thick tr.snsver.se load bearing ductile shear wall.
Important to the economy of the system is locating the resisting reinforcement as
far as possible from the center of the wall length. The Medo-Mesh ladders are
designed to allow this concentration of re-bar and still leave a vertical passageway
for wet concrete and the vibrator each ten inches along the wall's length.

Fig. 9 Medc
Medo-Mesh Installation
For the construction of the SFSU building, compact bundles of Medo-Mesh ladders
(Fig. 9) were delivered to the site. Using conventional horses, the two upper-most
re-bar are charged through the bundle. The Medo-Mesh now suspended from these bars
is spread out and positioned at the standard 3" spacing. Subsequent longitudinal
bars are charged so that each cell holds four #ll re-bar at ten inch (10") on
center.
The boundary cages, four floors high, are made and lifted in one piece which
saves significant assembly and erection crew labor and crane time.
The inherent rigidity of the many welded joints, and the dimensional accuracy
makes possible rapid installation of Medo-Mesh cages in thin wall forms.
Structural Response to Loma- Prieta
- Earthquake
The Loma Prieta earthquake struck the SFSIJ project when it was at 14th floor, so
=n essence the concrete structure was 90% completed.
The contruction workers felt very significant movement at the 14th floor where
they were pouring concrete.
Upon visual inspection, no evidence of distress was found. In fact the hairline
cracks normally observed in reinforced concrete subjected to this level of ground
motion were not found.
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Fig. 10 Quality Assurance Testing
Manufacturing Quality Assurance
Medo-Mesh confinement reinforcement is manufactured under a stringent quality
assurance program administered by and independent testing laboratory approved by the
International Conference of Building Officials.
The high strength wire for the Medo-Mesh products is first tested in tension for
conformance with ASTM and AC1 tensile/strain specifications.
The second test is a welded tee-joint test which is used to assure that the wire
breaks before the weld joint.
A third test is the "bursting test" which simulates the restraint to the
attempted outward movement of the corner re-bar. Again, the weld joint must be
stronger than the wire for the part to pass inspection. Two percent (2%) of the
units are tested in this way.

